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Parties to a request for reconsideration of a decision
sustaining Tymshare's protest to a contract award maintained
that GAO was erroneous in conclusions that: (1) the Navy's
acceptance of proposal in relation to computer security was
unreasonable; and (2) Tyashare's proposal failed to meet
procurement requirement that fixed prices be offered. No errors
in fact or law were shown to exist in prior decision, but
because of time consumed in request, it :as recommended that
instead of reopening negotiations, the Navy should not exercise
two option years in the current contract, and should resoli-it
servicos competitively. (H7I)
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DIGEST:

1. On reconsideration, decision is affirmed that proposal--(1) whose
computer algorithm was directly related to proposed prices and
(2) which resetved right to i iso algorithm after award and to
negotiate with agency concerning such .zhanges--failed to comply
with RFP requirement that fixed prices be offered, fost
reasonable interpretation of proposal's language is that subject
of posL-award negotiations would he changes In contract prices,
and leaving open opportunity to change prices meant chat prices
were not fixed. Defect In proposal could not have been cured
without further negotiations with all offerors in competitive

| range.

2. Contentions in requests for reconsideration-to effect that
proposal offering "storage protection" sacisfied RFP computer
security requirement involving "read protection"; that proposal
was sufficiently detailed to demonstrate satisfaction of require-
ments; that RFP did not require extensive detail; that furnish-
ing more detail would have subverted security; that competink
proposal provided no more detail; and that current contract
performance complies with requirements--do not show prior
decision that Navy acted unreasonably in accepting proposal
was erroneous. Navy could not reasonably determine frus pro-
posal whecher full, read protection was offered and how it
would be provided.

3. Contention that failure to exercise option years of contract
will result in Navy's incurring substantial termination for
convenience costs is without merit, since authority cited
(Hanloading Management Associates, Inc. v. United States,
461 F.2d 1299 (Ct CI. 1972)) involved estoppel situation where
Government gave unequivocal assurances chat contract option
would be exercised. Present case Involved mere'assurance that
options would be exercised subject to eventualities normally
associated with year-to-year funding, and is distinguishable
on other grounds as well.
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4. Contractor and agency suggest that no reco-nendation fat
corrective action would be appropriate despite prior decision
sustaining protest, because contract performance complies with
requiremenes and protesttr suffered no prejudice. However,
while sone evidbnce in record Indicates that contractor is
providing "read protection" in computer timesharing services
tontracc, written record does not establish tha: contract per-
formance is fully in compliance with requirements, nor is it
GAO's function to make such determination. In any eveat, best
interests of Government call for recommendation that contract
option years not be exercised.

5. Requests for reconsideration have not shown errors of fact or
law in prior decision sustaining protest, and decision's
recommendation for corrective action--reopening negotiations--
wass correct et time it was made. Due solely to amount of time
consumed by contractor's, agency's and protester's requests
for reconsidcracion, and in view of approach'ng expiration of
current contract tern, GAO now changes recommendation' instead
of r opening negotiations, Navy should not exercise two option
years in current contract and should resolicit computer time-
sharing services competitively

Computer Network Corporation (CONNET), the Naval Supply Systems
Command (NAVSUP), and Tymshare, Inc., have each requested reconsid-
eration of our decision which sustained Tymshare's protest in regard
to the award of a contract for computer timesharing services.

Our decision (Computer Network Corporation et al., 3-186858,
January 14, 1977, 56 Comp. Gen. , 77-1 CPD 31) recomsended that
the Navy reopen negotiations, obtain revised proposals, and either
award a contract to Tymshare (if it became the successful offeror)
or modify COMNET's current contract pursuant to its final proposal
(if it remained the successful offeror). The background facts
and circumstances, which are complicated, are set forth in our
earlier decision.

COHNET and the Navy maintain that decision reached an erroneous
conclusion on an issue involving the Navy's acceptance of COMNET's
proposal as complying with the computer security requirements set
forth in the request for proposals (RFP No. N00600-76-R-5078).
COMMET and the Navy contend that we should reverse our conclusion
on this issue and withdraw our recommendation.
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Tyashare contends that our decision was correct on the computer
security issue but erroneously found that Tymuhare's proposal failed
to meet en RFP requirement that fixed prices ha offered. Tmashare
believes we should recommend a termination for codvenience of CONSET's
contract and a reinstatement of Ty share's contract (Tymahare was
tte original awardeg under the 'tFP; the Navy terminated Tymshare's
contract for the convenience of the Government and made award to
CONNET in August 1976 because it believed (OMNET's protest against
the award to Tymshare was meritorious).

The standard to be applied in considering these requests is
whether the Rquesters have Convincingly shown errors of fact or
law in our earlier decision. See Curbetta Construction Company of
Illinois, In.., 55 Coup. Gen. 972, 975 (1976), 76-1 3D 240. Desptte
the extensive written submissions by nll parties, very little in
the way of genuinely new and material informatlon has surfaced.
le intend to concentrate in this decision on the iscaes which are
dispositive of the requests for reconsideration.

Reconsideration of Fixed-Price 1 sue

Our earlier decision concluded that because of certain provi-
sionp in Tymshare's price proposal, it failed to offer fixed prices
as required by the RFP. In this regard, paragraph C4 of Tymshare's
price proposal provided:

"TVNSIUARE reserves the right to revise its
algorithm during the life of the contract to
reflect changes in hardware costs, inflation-
ary pressures, operating system Improvements,
etc. Should an algorithm change be considered,
an analysis of the impact of these changes on
favy operations will take place, and appropriate
negotiations conducted."

Tymshare's offered prices for various items of work were expressed
in a d rect relatioLanip to its algorithm.

Tyashare's principal argument is that this language was merely
a "request" to the Navy for the righr to adjust the algorithm to
permit Tymahare to charge other customers--not the Navy--higher
prices. Tymshare points out that its method of operation generally
calls for use of a sinyle algorithm, which functions as a measure
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of units of service and price. Thus, the ergusent runs, if Tymahare
was forced to change its algorithm boca'-e of its other business.
it would negotiate with the Navy appropriate offsetting mathemati.al
adjustments in the *lgorithm which would not, however, affect the
agreed-upon contract prices. Tymshare contends that its commitment
to conduct all appropriate negotiations with the Navy effectively
reserved to the Navy the "final suv" on what changes could be made,
and cites Chemical Technology. Inc., B-179674, April 2, 1974, 74-1
CPD 160, for the proposition that adjustment in a price formula
which dues not change the cost to the Government does not affect
the firmness of a price proposal.

Despite Tymehare's subsequert explanations as to the meaning
of this portion of its proposal, the intent of the proposal is
basically to be determined from the proposal itself. fytslec"-on
Corporation et a1., 54 Coup. Gen. 562, 570 (1975), 75-1 CPD 17;
modified (corro ted) by 54 Comp. Gen. 1009 (1975), 75-1 CPD 361. In
any event, the lavy's contract negotiator, in an affidavit dated
March 11, 1977, states that prior to the award ho never discussed
this portion of tht proposal with Tymshare.

Paragraph C4 plainly states, at a minimum, that Tymehare reserved
the right to enter into negotia'ions after award of a contract.
Furtbar, the most reasonable interpretation of the references to
"changes in hardware costs," "inflationary preasures," and "impact
of these changes on Navy operations"--considered together with the
fact that Tymshare's proposed prices were directly related to its
algorithm--is that the subject of the post-award negotiations would
be changes in the contract prices. An alternative interpretation
of paragraph C4 is that Tymshare reserved the right to unilaterally
make price changes, with the post-award negotiations being lisited
in scope to the consequential effects of 'he changes on Navy
operations.

In any event, the interpretation that paragraph C4 merely left
open the opportunity for possible price changes is enough to support
a conclusion thlt Tymshare's proposal failed to offer fixed prices.
In this regard, we note that in formally advertised procurements,
a bid reserving the right to negotiate material terms and conditions
is a qv'lified bid and must be rejected. 42 Comp. Gen. 96 (1962).
Also, in Applied Management Sciences, Inc., B-182770, July 1, 1975,
75-2 CPD 2, where a bid contained references both to a fixed price
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and to negotiatlon, the bid was ambiguous and was properly rejected
as noarespcndive. In negotiated procurements, as here, negotia-
tion has been defined as any opportunity to revise or modify a
proposal. 51 Coup. Gen. 479 (1972;.

We believe it Is clear that by leaving open the opportunity
to effect post-award changes in ite prices, Tymashare's proposal
failed to offer fixed prices. Whether the Navy might have been
able to successfully reject price changes in the post-award negotta-
tions is immaterial. Therefore, where, as here, an RFP requires
fixed prices and a proposal does not offer fixed prices, the pro-
posal as submitted cannot be considered tot award. Burroughs Corp-
oration, B-186313, December 9, 1976, 56 Coop. Gen. , 76-2 CPD
472; Computer Machinery Corporation, 55 Comp. Gen. 1151 (1976),
76-1 CPD 358, affirmed C3. Inc.. et a!., B-18S592, August 5, 1976,
76-2 CPD 128. Also, Tyashare's rolience on the Chemical Technology
decision is misplaced. In that case, a bid was found to be respon-
sive becaune a firm extended price could be ascertained from hourly
price quotes in the bid, notwithstanding the bidder's failure to
quote monthly unit prices as required. In the present case, Tymshare's
proposal prices are not firs because the proposal left open the
opportunity to change the prices after award.

Tymshare also contends, citing Computer Machinery Corporation,
that sinue this was a negotiated procurement the Navy could simply
have rejected paragraph C4 and made an award based upon the remainder
of the proposal. Computer Machinery Corporation doss not support
this contention. That dacision involved a situation where offerors'
proposals contained various methods of acquisition for ADPE, includ-
ing lease plans. Each method or plan was essentially a separate
end independent alternative by which the Government could obtain
tDPE. One of the successful offeror's lease plans was unacceptable.
Our Office recommended that the agency reevaluate the proposals,
excluding the unacceptable lease plan. In the present procurement,
there was only one acquisition method or plan--the purchase of com-
puter timesharing services at fixed prices. The defect in Tymshare's
proposal could not be cured without reopening negotiations with all
offerors within the competitive range.

Tymehare next contends that the Navy procuring activity did
delete paragraph C4 of its proposal in making the award, which the
Navy denies. This contention is based on the fact that while para-
graph C4 appears in the Tymshare proposal, it Joe- not appear in
the Standard Form 26 contract document.
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As already noted, this allegation, if true, would mean that
further negotiations would be required. In say event, we believe
paragraph C4 was part of the contract because, as the Navy points
out, its acceptance of the proposal (containing paragraph C4) consum-
mated the contract. The rule in this regard is that the Government's
acceptance may not vary the tnrms of the offer. Kenneth Davie Ltd.,
B-181905, March 17, f975, 75-1 CPD 159. We do not believe it is
necessary to discuss the Navy's explanation of how paragraph C4
cute to be deleted from the Standard Form 26 pricing schedule.

Reconsideration of Computer Security fadue

The RP? established various requirements regarding the Privacy
Act of i974 (5 U.S.C. I 352a (Supp. IV, 1974)) and computer security,
including the following:

"Main memory protection must insure the
integrity of a user's area during operations."
(lFP Section F.VII.A.3(d))

and

"The proposal must include a detailed
description of all security measures and
procedures."
(Rn' Section F.VII.A.5.)

With reference to the m2ain memory protection requirement, our
earlier decision h4d:

"We believe this requirement is open to
only one reasonable interpretation, namely, that
an ofefror's hardware/operation system configura-
tion must include 'read' protection. After
reviewing COMNET's proposal, we conclude that
the hardware/operating syctem configuration it
proposed--the OS/MVT operating on the IBM 360/65--
cannot protect against read access to the main
memory of the CPU without considerable modification.
While COMNET's submissions tA the protest pro-
ceedings state thc; it has made considerable
modifications to the standard OS/WIT, after
reviewing the COMNEFT proposal we do not believe

-6 -
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the proposal demonstrates that tine memory
protection requirement has been met. Based
upon this aned our oraainatian of the record of
the Navy'n techmica.. evaluation of proposals,
we believe the Navy's acceptance of the pro-
posal in this respect lacked a reasonable
basis, and amounred to an Improper relaxation
of a material security requirement without
amending the RFP pursuant to ASPR § 3-805.4 to
allow further competition on the basis of the
relaxed requirement."

In reaching this conclusion we utilized the assistance of technical
experts, who have again participated in our consideration of the requests
for reconsideration.

There is no disagreement concerning our interpretation that the
RFP requ!.rud read protection. The Issue on reconsideration relates
to our conclusion that the Navy acted unreasonably in deciding to
accept the COWIfT proposal despite the proposal's failure to demon-
strate compliance with the requirement.

The most significant item of evidence brought forward during the
reconsideration is an affidavit dated January 28, 1977, by the head
of the Navy's technical evaluation panel. This affidavit states in
pertinent part:

"1* * * * From the outset * * * it was
the panel's opirton that the CGZNET proposal
met section VII.A.3.d. of the solicitation
which required that 'main memory protection
must ensure the integrity of a user's area
during operations.' This conclusion was based
on the following:

"(i) CONNET's system was not a standard,
unmodified OS/MVT system. (We were well aware
that the standard OS/HVT system did not meet
the smcurity requirements of the RFP.)

"(ii) CIHNET's statement on page 54 of
their proposal that 'the COMNET secu sit:' system,
through the use of the storage protectin; feature
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insures that main memory and disk storage are
protected in the areas where authorization and
validation operations are being conducted, or
where such dath is stored.' To us, 'storage
protection' meant read and write protection.

"(iii) COHNET's stated capability for con-
verting a SYSABEND dump to SYSUDUMPs indicated
that COMNET's system was designed to prevent
a user from getting a copy of information con-
tained in a part of main memory to which he was
not authorized access through a SYSABEND dump
by causing his program to abnormally terminate.
If a user were allowed to obtain a SYSAREND
dump he could possibly circumvent the read
protection provided by CGOIET's storage pro-
tection features. A SYSUDUMP permits a user
to obtain information only from the area of
main memory in which his program is *e; uting.

"Our initial conclusion with regard to the
acceptability of COWMNta security provisions was
reinforced by the following statementc in GObNET's
revisions to their technical proposal dated
1 March 1976:

"(1) 'The improved security and accounting/
billing systems as defined within the proposal
are in final stages of completion and testing
and will be installed prior to the award of
this contract.' (See p. 1 of revisions.)

"(ii) 'The Data Manager is protected by
COWNET's storage protection feature which in-
sures that main memory and disk storage are
protected in the areas where authorization and
validation operations are being conducted or
where such data are stored.' There was no
doubt in our minds that this included 'read'
protection, since 'read' protection would have
to be provided to adequately protect passwords
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and security procedures in the data manager's
area from perusal by someone trying to break
the system. (See p. 5 of revision.)

"In view of the above, it was my opinion,
as it was the opinion of the panel, that COMNOT
met the memory protection requirement of the
solicitation."

The first difficulty is with the conclusion that COHNET's pro-
ponal offered read protection because of its references to "storage
protection." None of the parties have cired legal precedent defining
either term, nor are we aware of any. However, the Navy does cite
one technical definition o. storage protection as "The prevention
of access to data in storage for any purpose, such as reuding or
writing. (Synonymous with Memory Protection.)" Weik, Martin H.,
Standard Dictionary of Computero and Information Processing, Haydetn
Book Company, Inc.: New York, 1969.

We note that another definition of storage protection is "A
feature which includes a programmed protection key that prevents the
read-in of data into a protected area of main memory and thus prevents
one program from destroying another." Sippl, Charles J., Data Com**
munications Dictionary, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company: New York 1976.
This definition indicates write protection, but does not convey that
read protection is an integral part of the term storage protection.

In the absence of a generally accepted and authoritative defini-
tion of storage protection as including read protection, we believe
the Navy acted unreasonably in assuming that read protection was
being offered when the proposal spoke of storage protection.

Even assuming that COMEET's proposal offered read protection,
the more serious question concerns the degree to which the proposal
demonstrated that read protection would be furnished. A number of
technical reasons cited in the affidavit do not support the lavy's
conclusion that the proposal adequately demonstrated satisfaction
of the requirements. For instance, paragraph i(ii) of the affidavit
cited page 54 of the proposal which refers to a "storage protection
feature." The term is in itself meaningless without being defined.
Without a description of this feature, an adequate evaluation would
be impossible. Further, the proposal's statement only indicates
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protection in areas where authorization or validation operations
are being conducted, or where authorization and validation data
is stored. It does not indicte protection of user areas.

However, the Navy and COMOET contend that the proposal's state-
aenrs concerning conversion of SYSASAND dumps to SYSUDWEPS showed
protection of user areas. COMNET, for instance, makes much of its
proposal's statements that this modification permits "only user core
storage" to be dumped, and that any attempt to violate "the security
of the system" will result in abnormal termination of the user's
job. COMNET maintains that the affidavit shows an adequate under-
standing and evaluation of these points on the part of the Navy, since
it restates "in functional terms" what actually occurs.

We agree that a modification to convert all SYSABFMD dumps to
SYSUDUMPS is a highly desirable security feature in a timesharing
environment, and that such conversion provides a measure of read
protection in those situations where dumps are izvolved--i.e., where
a user is obtaining a print-out of :formation stored in the main
memory. As the affidavit states, in a dump situation the modification
would permit a user to obtain information only from the area of main
memory In which his program is executing. However, this conversion
or modification alone does not Constitute full read protection; it
does not encompass protection which would prevent a user's program
from accessing areas of main memory ouzside the user's assigned
segment. Further, tha affidavit indicates the Navy relied on bare
statements in the COMNET proposal as to this capability, without
obtaining additional evidence through documentation or by demon-
stration prior to award.

Aside from the affidavit of the technical evaluation panel
chairman, the only other contemporaneous evidence of the technical
evaluation is the record of written questiomsposed by the Navy to
COMNET and CONNET's anstnrs, which we considered in reaching our
earlier decision. The Navy did not pose any specific question deal-
ing with the requirement that main memory protecticr must ensure the
integrity of a user's area during operations.

During the reconsideration of this case we requested the Navy
to furnish whatever internal standards it has for evaluation of
technical proposals involving ADPE work or for benchmarking. The
Navy furnished a publication entitled "Handbook for Preparation of
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Vendor Benchmark lnstructiona," October 29, 1976, published by its
AuCou..ic Data Processing Fquipment Selection Office (ADPESO). The
Handbook states at p. 3a:

"A functional demonstration vwrifleas thc
vendor'" ability to meet a requirerint. The
need for a functional demonstration often cannot
be established until tCs vendor proposals are
evaluated. * * * Qutte often the requirement
for a functional demonstration can be satisfied
through other sources such as more detailed vendor
documentation, clarification of existing vendor
documentation or experience atrained from another
user activity with a similar configuration.

* * * *

"Functional demonstrations are appropriate
when combinations of the following exist:

"a. Aspects of the vendor's proposal to meet
a computer system requirement are question-
able and other means cannot be found to
adequately support his claims.

"b. The objective (or requiring a functional
demonstration can be clearly defined.
* * *01

While no suggestion has been made that the Vandbook establishes
binding legal guidelines, it does shed some light on the evaluation
steps which may be necessary to resolve questionable technical areas
in a proposal. As indicated above, those steps would involve either
the obtaining and analysis of more detailed technical documentation
than is contained in the proposal, or conducting a functional daron-
stration of mandatory security requirements. We believe that the
present iesue--tthe COURNT proposal's demonstration of read protection
of main memory--is precisely the type o'; questionable area to which
the Handbook's guidance is directed.

Other technical materials submitted '. the Navy in support of
its position include a January 25, 1977, r': sdavt hy a computer
consultant. The substance of this indivilu. 's views--that the
Navy had a reasonable basis to conclude frou rage 54 of the MINET
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proposal that read protection was being offered--has already been
treated above. Moreover, this individual's conclusions were
reached based upon his examination of the COHNET proposal after
our January 14, 1977, decision had been rendered, whereas the
issue involves the reasonableness of the Navy's judgment during
the technical evaluation of proposals in 1976.

Similarly, subsequent to our January 14, 1977, decision NAVSUP
and the pr's:.uring activity--the Washington, D.C. Naval Regional
Procurement Office (NRPO)--sought an independent technical opinion
from ADPESO, which was not otherwise involved in the procurement.
The ADPESO expert's statement is essentially conclusory--finding
that COMCIET's "ALPHA" system solved the problem of read protection--
and does not address the issue of how the CO=nET proposal adequately
demonstrated that read protection would be furnished.

Further, COMNET has made many arguments in support of its
position. For instance, COHNET, while admitting that its proposal
did not go into "great detail" on computer security, contends at
lecgth that nothing in the RFP required any "exhaustive disclosure"
regarding security. In view of the plain language of the RFP to the
contrary, we believe this argument is frivolous, RFP Section D.i.B.,
p. 16, required technical proposals to bt. sufficiently detailed
so as to enable technical personnel to :..adt a thorough evaluation
of the offeror's capability to meet the statement of work, and stated:

"To this end, the technical proposal should be
so specific, detailed and complete as to clearly
and fully demonstrate that the Offeror has a
thorough understanding of the requirement and
the capability to accomplish the task."

As already noted, RF? Section F.VII.A.5 required a detailed description
of all securit: measures and procedures. The language of the RFP in
this regard could hardly be less equivocal.

"[IJL Is axiomatic in negotiated procurement that an offeror
must demonstrate affirmatively the merits of its proposal and that
such merit is not to be determined by unquestioned acceptance of the
substance of the proposal." Kinton Corporation, B-1C3105, June 16.
1975, 75-1 CPD 365. The degree of demonstration required will vary
depending on the circumstances of the case. Compare, for example,
Julie Research Laboratories, Inc., 55 Coup. Gen. 374, 383 (1975),
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75-2 CPD 232 (where offerors were required tt rnspond to the state-
ment of Work on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis to demonstrate how
the requirefents would be met) with Moxon, Incorporated/SRC Division,
B-179160, March 13, 1974, 74-1 CPD 134 (where the RFP stated exact
requirements and offerors were not requested to explain their
proposals by narrative or descriptive information). In the present
case, it is abundantly clear that the RFP required & rather thorough
demonstration in the proposal regarding computer security. COMNET
did not provide it.

COMNET next contends that it deliberately and properly did not
provide in its proposal details of its extensive, proprietary ALPHA
modificdticns to the OSIIIVT operating system because to do so would
have been inherertly self-defeating and would have violated the
principle that disclosure of confidential security information should
be limited to those with a "need to know." NRPO itswlf rejects this
argument, stating that submission of security details would not subvert
securi.: provided that precautions were taken by the Navy to protect
the confidentiality of the details. Where adequate safeguards are
taken to protect an offeror's proprietary information and evaluation
of the information is necessary, an offeror's refusal to provide it
can justify rejection of the offeror's proposal. See 51 Comp. Can.
476 (1972). In any event, we believe that COHNET could have provided
an adequately detailed description of its security methods and
procedures without submitting volumes of proprietary information.

COMNET further contends that the fact that Tymshare's proposal
provided no more detail on computer security than did COXNET's
shows that COHNST provided a reasonable amount of detail. We believe
it is unnecessary to decide whether the Navy acted reasonably in
accepting Tymshare's proposal as being adequately detailed in regard
to computer security. It is sufficient to note that Tymsharc offered
a significantly different hardware/software configuration, and that
the description of this configuration in Tymshare's proposal provided
a clearer indication of how the main memory protection requirement
would be met than did COHNET's.

COHNET and tR4O also suggest that the Navy's technical evaluators
had some familiarity with the workings of CONIET'a ALPHA system.
COMMET, for instance, states that the Navy "was aware of the differences
between ALPHA--the systet. offered-and the IM OS/HVT operating system."
The lack of read protection in the OS/MYT is well known. PRC Computer
Center.._Inc., et al., 55Comp. Gen. 60, 91-95 (1975), 75-2 cpu 35.
CONNET contends that since it was offering its highly modified ALPHA
system and the Navy was aware of the differences, it was reasonable
for the Navy to accept the COMNET proposal.
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However, so far as the record shows, the evaluators knowledge
in this regard extended very little beyond the baie fact that
COMNET had made or was making various "modifications" to the OS/MYT
which the COW4ET prqposal did not describe in detail. See the
affidavit of the technical evaluation panel chairman, z'pra. Since
the COMOET proposal did not contain detailed informatian and since
there is no showing that any evaluators obtained such knowledge
independently of the contents of the proposal, there is nothing
in the record to support a conclusion that the evaluators had actual
knowledge of the details rf COI4NET's computer security methods or
of how CO'-tNET was to provide read protection.

In this same connection, NRPO points out thit the chairman of
the technical evaluation panel "had read the ALtHA manual and facilities
guide and hence was quite familiar with the ALPHA system." The ALPHA
User Manual and the COMNET Facil'*tes Guide were two of s&veral attach-
ments to the C0R4NET proposal. Appar ntly due to an oversight, the
attachments wore not submitted to our Office by the Navy in its reports
on the protests. Thus, these materials were not taken into consider-
ation by our Office in reaching our earlier decision.

The ALPHA User Manual is a document which describes the functions
and commands of an extensive, remote, conversational timesharing
supplement to IBM 360/370 systems. It specifically provides a simple
interface to OS/IVT. It does not contain any direct technical infor-
mation regarding the ALP11A-OS/HVT interface or how the parts of the
system are organized and supported. It does not have a separate or
extensive discussion of security features, except for some references
to the use of passwords to protect access to data sets and libraries.
The Iulk of the manual is a description of the syntax and semantics
of sume 46 terminal user coirmands.

We do not believe that reliance on this manual could afford
a reasonable basis for a conclusion by the Navy that COMNET's proposal
demonstrated compliance with the RFP requirements. Similarly, the
other attachments--a COHNET Facilities Guide (a manual describing
the functions and use of a computer-based text and document editor)
and IBM OS COBOL. Manual (a reference manual for an interactive on-line
COBOL program writing debugging facility) could not provide such a
bas's.
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The failure to furnish these attachments to our Office does not,
therefore, affect the outcome of this case. However, by letter of
today to the Secretary of the Navy, discussed infra, we are suggesting
that responsible Navy officials be reminded that it is imperative
that our Office be. furnished complete reports in response to protests.

.

It is significant also that COMNET's proposal indicated that its
security modifications were incomplete at the time the proposal was
submitted. COMNET argues that all legal requirements are met as Long
as the system would be operative at the time of award, citing Omnus
Computer Corporation. B-183298, October 9, 1975, 75-2 CPD 216 and
kcor._Inc., 8-180310, April 22, 1974, 74-1 CPD 207. In Omnus,
however, unlike the pttsent case, the agency hac; a reasonable basis
to conclude from the successful offeror's technical proposal that
the proposed system had the capability of performing in accordance
with the specifications. Similarly, Sycor, where a successful offeror
was given a few days to correct minor oversights in its live test
demonstration-which did not alter or modify the offeror's proposal--
is not good authority for the contention advanced by COMNET. That
a successful offeror would not be required to put a conforming system
into operation until the time of award does not excuse the failure
to submit a proposal adequately demonstrating that a conforming system
would be furnished.

COMNET also suggests chat whether it would furnish read protection
is a question of responsibility, not a question as to the technical
acceptability of its proposal, citing United Computing Corporation,
B-181736, January 16, 1975, 75-1 CPD 23. That cae involved a question
of responsibility as to whether an offeror possessed software it bad
promised to furnish in accordance with certain specifications. How-
ever, the terms of the present RFP indicate that whether a proposal
demonstrated satisfaction of computer security requirements was a
question relating to the technical acceptability of the proposal.
The computer security requirements in Section V1I of the RFP Schedule
are not phrased in terms of responsibility. Further, under the sequence
of events established in the RFP, the technical evaluation of proposals'
compliance with the requirements preceded the submission of price
proposals, which in turn preceded consideration of a successful
offeror's responsibility as a prospective contractor. In accordance
with this scheme, after NRPO had evaluated the technical proposals,
it advised COMNET and Tymshare that their proposals were technically
acceptable--not that they had been determined to be responsible
prospective contrnctors.

-15-
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COflET next contends that its system is currently providing
read protection during the performance of the contract, citing as
evidence a test of the system conducted by NRPO on January 24, 1977.
While it is not allqged that the test encompassed a comprehensive
demonstration of the security of the entire system, CO*ET and MRPO
maintain it did chow that read protection is in effect.

We do not see the re.evance of this argument. The issue
treated in our earlier decision convolved the reasonableness of the
Navy's judgment in evaluating the COHNET proposal and deciding that
it adequately demonstrated satisfaction of the main memory protection
requirements. This issue relates to the propriety of the award, not
to conformance with the requirements or actual satisfaction of the
Covernment 's needs after award. See the discussion of this point
in Zorbettia, supra, at 975-976.

COMET attempts to distinguish Corbetta on the grounds that the
successful offeror in that case had made only a blanket offer of
compliance with the requirements, whereas here COMSET specifically
offered to meet the requirements. However, as already noted, we do
not believe the Navy had a reasonable basis to conclude that the
COMNET proposal even offered full read protection. In any event, we
think the distinction is unsound. W'ether the contract was properly
awarded is not dependent on how the contract is being performed, but
upon whether the award is legally supportable. Kenneth David Ltd.,
supra; Instrumentation Marketing Corporation, B-182347, January 28,
1975, 75-1 CPD 60.

Whether read protection is now in effect may have some relevance
to the type of remedy recommended by our Office where an improper
award has bean found. See the discussion infra.

Our earlier decision concluded that the Navy lacked a reasonable
basis in determining that the COMNET proposal demonstrated compliance
with requirement that main memory procection must ensure the integrity
of a user's area during operations (i.e., read protection). After
reconsideration, it is our view that the Navy could not reasonably
determine from the COXXET proposal whether full read protection was
being offered and how it would be provided. Accordingly, our earlier
decision's conclusion has not been shown to be erroneous.

- 16 -
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Reconsideration of Recoumendation

In view of the foregoing, our earlier decision has not been
shown to be erroneous in fact or law, and we believe that the decision's
recowcendation that ;he Navy reopen negotiations we' correct at the
time it was made.

However, COMNET's, Tymshare's, and the Navy's requests for recon-
sideration have consumed a substantial amount of time. From January 28
1977, through April 1977, the three parties have made multiple written
submissions in support of their respective positions. The COMNET
contract expires on June 14, 1977. Therefore, it appears that reopen-
ing negotiations at this point in time is not a viable and practriable
remedy.

The C0'NET contract provides for two option years. In this
regard, CO*INET and the Navy--citing Manloading & Management Associates,
Inc. v. United States, 461 F.2d 1299 (Ct. Cl. 1972)--assert that
failure to exercise the options could ronult in the Government's
incurring termination for convenience costs. COMNET maintains that
the Government might be liable to the extent of about $1,700,000, and
NRPO states that liability could exceed $1,000,000.

The Haaleading case involved the award of a contract for data
conversion work, the total volume of which would take two years; the
term of the contract was only a few weeks but it provided the two
option years. At a prebid conference, prospective bidders were
told that funds were available and that there was "no question" that
the option for the first year would be exercised, Due to a protest
decision of our Office which recommended a resolicitacion, the Gov-
ernment did not exercise the first option year. Thu Court of Claims
held that the doctrine of equitable estoppel effectively resulted
in an amendment which renewed the contract, and that the contractor
was entitled to recover in accordance with the termination for con-
venience clause of the contract.

CONNET and the Navy believe Nanloading applies here because of
the following question by a prospective offeror at the preproposal
conference and the Navy's answer, which was contained in RFP
amendment 0002:

- 17 -
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"Q. Other than an earlier implementation of
your planned in-house system in New Orleans,
are there other eventualities which might
cause non-renewal? If yes, what are they?
cCSCI 4

"A: None, other than those normally associated
with year-to-year funding."

This falls considerably short of the unequivocal assurance given
by the Government in the Nnnloadinh case. There are many eventualities
normally associated with year-to-year funding. Funds might be cut off,
sub:tantially reduced, or substantfally increased; the Navy might
decide to do the work in-house, or to combine it in a new procurement
with work which had theretofore been procured separately. it is interest-
ing to note in this regard that NRPO and CONNET mutually agreed that
the term of the COMNET contract would be limited to the period from
August 19, 1976, to June 14, 1977--rather than one full year--because
of Navy "budgetary constraints."

Also, among the many other factors distinguishing the present
case from Manloaditap, it is significant that there was apparently
no fault or error on the part of Hanloading in submitting its bid;
the error was on the part of the Government in issuing a defective
solicitation. In the present case, while there have been errors by
the Navy in conducting the procurement, there was also a failure by
CObCET to provide sufficient detail in its proposal on computer
security. Therefore, unlike Manloading there is some doubt that
COMET had th- "clean hands" necessary to obtain equitable relief.

For thp foregoing reasons, vt see no difficulty should the Navy
decline to exercise the options in the COINET contract. Also, non-
exercise of the options is an appropriate protest remedy where
reopening of negotiations is not practicable.

COHNET and NRPO, however, apparently believe that no recommenda-
tion for a remedy would be appropriate in this case in view of the fact
that NRPO's security test on January 24, 1977, established that read
protection is in effect during contract performance. Also, CO0IET
and NRPO suggest that any lack of detail in the COMNET proposal on
computer security did not prejudice Tymshare.

- 18 -
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In this regard, there is some authority for the proposition
that even if a propoal is deficient in some way, the award will
not necessarily be disturbed if contract performance complies with
the RFP requirements. See, for example, I Systams Inc., B-186513,
January 27, 1977, 77A1 CPD 65. There we found merit in the pro-
testnr's argument that the successful proposal did not provide
clear commitments from certain prospective employees of the con-
tractor. However, the individuals did in fact become employees
during contract performance, and we declined to disturb the award.

We have reviewed the information in the record concerning the
January 24, 1977, security test. We believe the test did demonstrate
that some form of read protection is in effect. However, the test
was rather simple and did not disclose how read protection was
implemented, or the adequacy of the protection feature. We do not
believe that NRPO's test constitutes an adequate basis for determin-
ing that main memory protection must ensure the integrity of a user's
area during operations.

Also, at COSET's request, GAO representatives visited its
Washington, D.C., facility on April 26, 1977, for the purpose of
allowing COW4ET to display internal company documents dealing with
its computer security. This visit was not an ex part. conference
allowing COMNET to make arguments in support of its request for
reconsideration, nor was it a comprehensive on-site audit review of
C OMET's security.

From this visit we ascertained that both hardware and software
modifications had been made to the COMNET system. Some of the
hardware modifications apparently were not completed until the
time COXNET began performance of its contract, i.e., around October
1976. We also ascertained treat a form of "fetch protection" is
currently employed in the COMNET system dedicated to Navy use.
Fetch protection is ecfinod in the Data Cormunications Dictionary,
3upra, as "A storage protection feature that determines right of
access to main storage by matching a protection key, associated with
a fetch reference to main storage, with a storage key, associated with
each block of main storage. See also storage protection." For the
purposes of our present discussion, the fetch protection can be con-
sidered synonymous with read protection. Ht fever, as already noted,
-he scope of our review of this matter di' :..t include the complete-
aess and reliability of the modifications . the COMNET system; rather,
it was limited to the question of whether IL. COMNET system had the
ability to support fetch protection.

-19-
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COMNET contends that any doubts as to the adequacy of its con-
tract performance must be resolved by a GAO test of its computer
security. We disagree. We have often pointed out that the adequacy
of a contractor's performance is a matter of contract administration,
which is the function of the contracting agency, not our Office.
See, for example, Corbetta, supra, at 987. Moreover, we believe ±t
is incumbent upon the parties requesting reconsideration to bring
forward the information and evidence necessary to substantiate their
case. See, in this regard, Houston Films, Inc. (Reconsideration),
B-184402, June 16, 1976, 76-1 CPD 380; Allen & Vickers. Inc., 54 Comp.
Gen. 1100 (1973), 75-1 CPD 399.

Further, even if it was established that CONNET's security is
completely in compliance with the It" requirements, we do not believe
that it would be appropriate for our Office to forego a recommendation
for corrective action in this case. We believe the importance of
the Privacy Act and related computer security requirements call for
a recommendation that the options in the current contract not be
exercised.

Conclusion

Our earlier decision is affirmed as being correct at the time
it was made.

Due solely to the amount of time consumed by the requests for
reconsideration, we now make the following recommendation: instead
of reopening negotiations, the Navy should not exercise the option
years provided for in the COXWET contract, and should resolicit on a
competitive basis any requirement it may have for these services after
the expiration of CO2NET's contract on June 14, 1977.

By letter of today, we are advising the Secretary of the Navy
of this change in our recommendation for corrective action, and also
that the change does not affect the Navy's obligation to furnish
written statements to the congressional conmittees referenced in
section 236 of the Legislativs Reorganization Act of 1970, 31 U.S.C.
5 1176 (1970), concerning the action taken with respect to our
recommendation.

Deputy Comptiroller enar
of the United States
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/.:cf;A tt COMPTROLLER GENEfAL OF THE UNITED STAT .proc. I
WASI4NGTON. D0.. S04

B-18685S

JUN 197

The Sonorable Caorge 'd, lflhon
Chairnan, Comsnittee On A.ppropriatLOns
lioun of Peprasontativos

Dear Mtr. Chainnns

By letter dated January 14, 1977, we furnished you with a copy
of a decision recoctandins that Cli Dcpartnent of the Nlavy take
corrective actioa (reopeninS ztesotiatlonn) in connection with request
for proposals tdo. ;0060)-76-R-5O76, issued by thje Naval Supply Systens
Co=.arnd (::NAwsi). The dccision aucttaitked a protest by Ty8nshare,
Inc., asainst :AVSUP' a wasrd of a contract to Conputer Nletwork Corp-
eratiou (COuf.:T).

co:rrEl, Tyxtsiare aad :ZAVSLT each requested reconsideration of
the c!ccisiou. tuclosed in copy of our deecioion of today on these
rcu--sts. Our o.irlier deciaioo is affiraed an correct at the tire
it wVJS nsde. i:te current cnatracL *.expircs on June 14, 1977, and
our d-r.tsion oZ toay r-cc:. ..Žt that tcho :avy not cxar.rico the
ccntrzct O;tifC, _:.d r-solicit a:;,y rc:-ui- eact for t~e:a; ourvices
C0p.?tit~olV1Y. a nrnt .idvi.;1~t: the .:.v! cuttc Viled chan~ne oin our

:...e::.i;t .. a no: afFect itra Oi.ic nt to resnCb:6 to you
cr. rL.t.s. L..± .2.: ic~r.: tatn uatir re.ti;c: to tLe raco:n-.idtin, ns
pruvi :u for It; uactloa 23.i of tia Le.ixiative steorf:aninatioall ct
of i:7i, 31 U.S.C. , 1176 (1970).

Sinuorely your's,

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t. F . EZt: X':

*1-I..* Co.ptrollcr General
of ciae t:netaod ttntes

£.closur.:

ran
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COMPTROLLR GENERAL OF THE UNITED SrATES

8-1S6858

JUN 9 ; 177

The Honorable Jack £rooas
Choliraaa, Cc~rxittee on Governuent Operations

ousde of iRolpresantntivos

Dear H4r. Chairran:

Dy letter dated January 14, 1977, va furnishod you with a copy
of a decioio:a recc--aadians, t!Vat the Dlpnrtncut of the :Navy taha
correctivo *'ctioa (recopcnnI-t, negotiations) InI connection with request
for propo.alu :o. ' t.-7 -):-S47;, isuled .y to :Naval tSupply rystocs
Co:iaud (d .WS). Vwe *.:cloion suaataiscl a protest by Tyasflare,
Inc., aainvst ':VtP' s .nznrd of a contract to computer :;etwork Corp-
Cratioa (Ct..fl)

C(XL :T, Sv'o.h3ro and NANVsWP each requcsted reconsidoration of
t:e d¶claQv.a. *acloscd L. a cto.y of our d;ciaion of toJay on these
rc":ugto. sntr c.zrllor dicc:;ica ta rd -Zffirnd oa corrict at thto ttis
it i:33 ajdv. Yx:u ctrrcst ctTCraCL cy-m±es oa Jilta 14, 1977, and
co-Jr c-i cr -C * r.:c^% --nd; c;:-t La_, ::nvy -.. it *:; rclfl~b tL1
co: r::_t c;'tttcZi, *md ruait:: ia rf.:lri::t tot Cteut.. acrvices
cc.. ci:h. 6:.-.rmt J:Af ai:. tt:avf t C'ia c!,a::r. in our
r i ; :.' ... ;noL: 4o: t. ly:; : . rt to Yotj
(L r.. ;L,... J :cc.,1; ta:.:t;± ri:x yct uc t ; rzcc:t::t!.1ticn, aj

icr i;.i;::Cio : 23 o; ;,^ Le5 i.:1.tiv.! £eor anic.tion lct
of lvi, nl .'i.C. ,1t. (12'7fl.

.ULmt..rcly youra,

.4F. pt*TD8Fj

o.'xt~ rollcr C:coaoral
of t;.. tt:,itt-d StatLU

trjlciai

f:lU.
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The Honorable JUN I 31sC77
The Secretary of the Navy

Dear lt.r Secretarys

By latter dated January 14, 1977, re furnished you with a copy
of our decision oustainline a protest by Tynsharo, Inc., and recor-
mending, nuong other things, a reopaniuc of recoti.:tions in connec-
tion with request £or proposals No. ;OOi6O0-76-R-5078, issued by the
ilaval Supply System.s Cotmand (NAVSUP).

IIAVSUP and other particn requested recorsidaration of the
decision. Enclozcd ic a copy of our decision of tolay on these
requeots. For t;e rsnoata indicatod it the decision, *r now recon-
vnend that instmcd of reopeaits nusociatio:,s, the la-ry should not
crorclsu the optionz )rovi.cJ for in the current contract and rhould
resolicir aniy rtquircict:r for these sorvices cozpetitively. T1hiu
chlanse i. our rccv:con.Itlotiu 'oes not atfect the ::nry's oblig.ation,
noted iu our earliar decision, to furntsh l ritten statenents to
the conrrasstvo:al cot.tlttc':s rofarenced in section 236 of the Log-
inlative feor;-aisixation Act oE 1970, 31 *.S.C. j 1176 (1970), con-
ec^rr.in ct.:t aczic:: caknn vit:i r-^.mecc to our rcor:tiendation. Also,
tic uoult' c;>trnci-tc boiao.jvivd of thi action taLon in thif rn.'ard.

M a tt.!itic:;.:l polnz t' vwslJ le01 to *;r~ii:, to yc.r ntte:ttton
i^. t::;- :L. ': , :1uat 6, J.tA.-, retort to oar At.Icc failed to
t:. cht::.2 (p;%;rc.:ktJy duo ':; ovto i: e) cirta:i-t ::tcwnv:hents to one
oLtc;u: pro: o.;_l, .o att.:c._..'itr.L ':. .:u~.:>.:u:;tly D.ra:in~ee-; t:irit4:
tils t.roccedim~ ioa th La rcquc.tl for rco.ai ra ioa. As dlicu...cd
in tu. .y'- n L.; )t.. l chla cvtr.-;it *- 3 :rt ::;:r ..ct : V ontco * Oe
t!,c c . i:; tA2 su: .t nL.:t r::-,:.. :Jaic);:la h -e r: inJad
th!:t lt is t :-cr.:ti - tht Otr UIffCtt ;:,: fur.a.: I %--til conipleto
rcpuorts iu r.L.:.;:..;. to prot.-st.n.

Si-circly yours,

h:. * -oller Genaral
.. : UniteJ Stntco

;' :3:C:.3

ranz
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jlroc. 1;.

Director, Logistics an4 CkcsaljomiSSonW DiVlSIOn - Tr" J. Shafer

.Pauj

CanArAl Cnwuol - Paul C. DebllnS 4'*ttg

Requests for Roconsiteeratioti of Conouter Network Corporation

at Aii, n-13645Q, January 14, 1977 56 Co4ap. Con., 77-1

We want to express our appreciation for a nomrandut dated 11Ay 6,

1977, fronm Zt. Donald L. firich, Assocatce Director, Cou=muicationa

aGld Data Thinagc0neut, vhicl furiaieud a tacaul cal opinion on computer

security Issucs involved iu tOtis raca. The asoistamce provided by

the neaorandwa and 4by ;-r. Robert Zcdonaulo wnas kivaluabla in the recsou-

tioa of this caso.

A copy of tha decision oiu the rcquesas for recooiderationtt is

attached.

Attachnent

ran
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3-186d53

The lHonorable Abralat A. 2ibicoff
Chairnan, Coctaitcee on Governmental Affairs
United States Sonatc

Dear Xr. Chairman:

By letter dated January 14, 3977, ve furnished you lidth a copy
of a deci3ion recuc.*:onldint that Cuw Dcpartnent of the Zary take
corrective action (reopaninx nuujoLiatiorc) in connection with requeat
ihor propooaala ;io. :;N4o.u-7u-:n-d73, by tho ::%aval Supply Syataw-C
Coucnand (.;.AVSt?). ite decinion nutaZi.-41 a pro:ic by Tnrshare,
Inc., aj:iast iAVSL1" s a.:rett of a ':,tract to Conputor ;:ctwor:: Corr-
oration (CU:L AT).

COU;T, Ty-haro uanu CAVStP eac: r.e*lut-*stod roeonsaileration of
the *ecic3ion. tnclcned to n copy of our Cccision of to-!.'y on these
requests. Our earlhzr .ecliinn is r:fir:. d As corrcct at tha tl;n
it *tn rnndo. Thu current comtract c:r:irc: on Juane 14, 1677, andl
our decision of today roce-tn!:; chit.v :. : :Ot *:'ercise the
contract optio:n, and rc..c .:: r . :. r e rflcn
cOjpectittid1y. ;:c arc c.v'::: c. :. c :in &; u i; e_
rcco:: l:,;d.tiOlm doe:; not afti ot it±b I i '.' _. ':G:'I. tC 'Ot

conlc.:u.Z'I tito actic:a La;%, Ci: * . . :;,: r :.:.. .o :n:io::. et

prov±(tt:t for in sc-ttolt ;. *.. tu_ _.. : _v: Ja .:or; '.1 *a'i hi Acc

of 1l97t?, 11 V.S.C. i' 117i (1n71).

| . ;.:ef ~~~~~~~~~~~~~'cr.:ly y.utra,

~~~~~~ :: . ''
1

:t.: r.*c i* 7 . r---,zc-j

tEzcloaoro

ra.a
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASImNGTO"N. P.C. eMO

B-18C85S

JUN 1 31OII

The honorai'le .fo0l L. McClellan
C;airnna, Cu;n:tttec on Apro~riatlona
UuiroJ Statcu !k;ialto

Ucar Hir. CiWzrXn:

by lettor t!zt-d JSinu.ry 14, 1977, vL furlrtnc!ol you *tdth a copy
of a dcclaioa rucC: .e::..ht2 t:!t C!:e :>ttrtrwoLa *t ftie Navy taLk
corrective actio:l (r-;c ';:i.v- iwtocLIclnetM) i11 cr:.nction tdith request
for spropox1s: >-o. b -;-376 *..acd by L: .ural Supply nyGte.s¶
Cs_;uaud (.AVi ..'), ;:. S::c'.aia au.t:x.c a j'rnr;t:j by 'y:z.are,
Iuc., a.tlJ.ILtt ;..*.W.1 ¼ r-t of a cv.zract Lt Co .:uLtr :.ctworl. Corp'-
uraiticoa (CV';---).

Ce:t:S, n.y 1tr'e . :;'.V:?t c~u., rtt- ut, L I r.cot:3i.tratlon of
the tici:.oz,. .clotc n a oaro, .. -. r .:c1z1c: o' tci'4y M:: r.:ose
rcequtLcsr. Cir uarlt'r Sout: : L.4c it. .rrrt at tFe tVa

cur t.4:c.:LOa o LI).i.V t.:C ...c.. ., ;. .. .. . et *..:rI:;. ti,
* ttr..*.... ¢@ ;|i. , --.. * -. . r -;r~i¢_: : t ::- : ; ..-u ; .rviceS

.: . .. . ' i' LO

et,'tC:..r.It:., . .0.:.1 ;'ZC U- i :Ct itI .. . L .: .' Li'. '-... . Lr: you
Ct ICzI. t - t: .12... -:t?*,2 C.:t $l.* tc:, ..... . *-tC* r.. . .". - ;XrJ;0 ::-1 1 , d1
:.rcvI:... Eor Li L;.CLLL.1 .;' L!,-- . ::.i: :: .ct

of lih7, 31 .:7.t. il7; (l¶.7&).

* ..:C..C:,j ;..r:j*

. ; w,.;.. . *1

, :-' .;:.:..

Lcs03ur-~
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